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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Face to Face (Лице в лице – Litsye v Litsye)
is pioneering social entrepreneurship in
North Macedonia, with the mission to
empower marginalised groups socio-economically
by engaging them in a productive activity. It is a work
integration social enterprise (WISE) which since
September 2012 has published and distributed a
bimonthly street newspaper.
It provides work and a regular income for 30 vendors
from marginalised groups including young people
from the street (who make up 70% of vendors),
homeless people and disabled people.
It distributes 5,000 copies of its 64-page paper
through a network of 10 partner organisations,
which are social enterprises in the towns of Skopje,
Struga, Ohrid, Kumanovo, Negotino and Bitola. Half
of the sales revenue goes to the vendor, 10% to
the vendor’s co-ordinating organisation, and 40%
towards production costs.
It has so far published 38 issues, each of which
focuses on raising awareness of a specific sustainable
development goal. Topics covered include rare
diseases,
organ
donations,
discrimination,
employment of marginalised groups, social
economy, environmental protection, education,
sustainability, leadership, bullying among youth,
prevention of breast cancer and partnerships. As
from January 2019, the paper has been rebranded
as a magazine on sustainable development.
Over the seven years of operation, Face to Face
has developed a holistic programme with two main
pillars:
� Education: vendors are required to take part in an
educational programme, devised by psychologists
and social workers, and delivered by volunteers
from businesses and civil society organisations.
Its first component is daily individual mentoring
sessions, which serve to raise the vendors’ selfconfidence and motivation as well as their sales
capacity. Its second component is group work,
particularly targeted at young Roma people from
the poor Skopje neighbourhood of Shuto Orizari.

This training is divided into two modules, ‘Managing
life situations’ and ‘New manners of behaviour’.
� Civic education: each issue of the paper is
promoted through different activities which attract
the public’s attention to its specific topic, and give
the vendors the opportunity to meet the public.
These events regularly attract media coverage,
which raises the public’s awareness of social issues
as well as of their role in supporting marginalised
groups.

GOVERNANCE MODEL
Face to face is a programme of the
‘Public’
association
for
research,
communications and development, which is
registered as a non-profit civil society organisation
and is financed by various donors and through its
economic activities.
The assembly of the association consists of nine
members who represent various stakeholders, as
the law provides. Its board consists a president and
three members.
Associations are legally bound to maintaining a longterm asset lock. It applies a non-profit distribution
constraint and surpluses are reinvested and cannot
be distributed.
Face to Face is a member of the International
Network of Street Newspapers (INSP).
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SOCIAL IMPACT
More than 100 people from six towns in Macedonia involved in the sales of the paper.
Approximately 40 people (youth from the street) are involved in the educational programme
that builds socio-economic empowerment through mentoring and group support. So far,
more than 120 hours of education have been provided.
Ten vendors have found jobs in the open labour market, and six have enrolled in high
school.
Advocacy via social media reaches on average 350,000 people over the year.
Established partnerships with businesses, international donors, civil society and the city
of Skopje.

STRENGTHS
� Brand is recognised by general public, donor and
businesses

� Decentralised network of work integration social

enterprises has the capacity to reduce social exclusion,
develop local communities and increase economic
independence of marginalised groups

� Independent and autonomous
� Inclusive, constantly caring for the needs of marginalised

WEAKNESSES
� It is challenging to achieve long-term financial
sustainability

� Lack of human resources to develop and grow the

network, while at the same time empowering more
marginalised groups

� Social enterprises are not adequately recognised in the
policy debate
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